Accurate quantitative phase digital holographic microscopy with single- and multiple-wavelength telecentric and nontelecentric configurations.
In this work, we investigate, both theoretically and experimentally, single-wavelength and multiwavelength digital holographic microscopy (DHM) using telecentric and nontelecentric configurations in transmission and reflection modes. A single-wavelength telecentric imaging system in DHM was originally proposed to circumvent the residual parabolic phase distortion due to the microscope objective (MO) in standard nontelecentric DHM configurations. However, telecentric configurations cannot compensate for higher order phase aberrations. As an extension to the telecentric and nontelecentric arrangements in single-wavelength DHM (SW-DHM), we propose multiple-wavelength telecentric DHM (MW-TDHM) in reflection and transmission modes. The advantages of MW-TDHM configurations are to extend the vertical measurement range without phase ambiguity and optically remove the parabolic phase distortion caused by the MO in traditional MW-DHM. These configurations eliminate the need for a second reference hologram to subtract the two-phase maps and make digital automatic aberration compensation easier to apply compared to nontelecentric configurations. We also discuss a reconstruction algorithm that eliminates the zero-order and virtual images using spatial filtering and another algorithm that minimizes the intensity of fluctuations using apodization. In addition, we employ two polynomial models using 2D surface fitting to compensate digitally for chromatic aberration (in the multiwavelength case) and for higher order phase aberrations. A custom-developed user-friendly graphical user interface is employed to automate the reconstruction processes for all configurations. Finally, TDHM is used to visualize cells from the highly invasive MDA-MB-231 cultured breast cancer cells.